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Experience the souvenir fun of the 60s & 70s again, for the first time...
(MOLDVILLE is not affiliated with Mold-A-Rama, Inc. of Chicago, IL nor with the 1960s
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Factory.")
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MOLD-A-RAMA (moldarama) machine made in 1964 by Mold-A-Rama, Inc. for New York World's Fair, and Seattle World's Fair in 1962, is restored to its original glory to
reissue souvenirs last seen half a century ago. MOLD-A-RAMA machine made in 1964 by Mold-A-Rama, Inc. for New York World's Fair, and Seattle World's Fair in 1962,
is restored to its original glory to reissue souvenirs last seen half a century ago.
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SPACE RAIL
1964 Miami Seaquarium Monorail

The MIAMI SEAQUARIUM SPACE RAIL!  (aka, the SEAQUARIUM MONORAIL!)  Founded in 1955, it is the
oldest oceanarium in the United States.  From 1963 through 1967, eighty-eight episodes of the 1960s TV show
"FLIPPER" - and two movies starring Flipper - were filmed at the Miami Seaquarium.

 

 



Constructed in 1963, the Miami Seaquarium Monorail was billed as the first of its kind on the East Coast. 
Suspended on a 2385 foot long guideway, five cars (with one in reserve) carried guests on a 6 mph trip past show
and exhibit buildings.  The original cars were each named for a fish and had operating headlights and air
conditioning.

 



 

 

 

In 1978, the cars reskinned with boxier, less unique bodies.  Anti-
collision systems were automatic with block zones, controlled by
an operator at the central console.

The Miami Seaquarium is easily Mold-A-Rama's best, and longest, continuous customer as even today, 49 years
after this moldset was first introduced, the Miami Seaquarium STILL operates Mold-A-Matic machines!

 

Where is the Seaquarium Monorail today you might ask?  Well, it met its demise in 1991, when track demolition
was started to make way for a park expansion that did not include the monorail.  Rumor has it that the old
monorail cars are today being used as sheds.



The Miami Seaquarium SPACE RAIL moldset, numbered 1113, was a custom moldset made in 1964 for use at
the Miami Seaquarium.

Disclaimers:  The color and/or exact condition of the MOLD you get in the CLUB-A-RAMA may or may not be as shown.  Not for children under 3.

Please visit the facebook page called 'Moldville', and 'LIKE' it, to keep up to date:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/MOLDVILLE/156515454416041?success=1
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